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"Shakespear's Last Night" the bard's last hurrah at Hollywood
Fringe
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There is no other way to start this article without reference to a myth that actually came from a diary written by a vicar, that Shakespeare

died after a night of hard drinking. Running to June 27, his solo show "Shakespeare's Last Night (Or, 'What? You, Will??')" is set on that

night and is set in the perfect place, "Three Clubs" a tavern in Hollywood for the Hollywood Fringe.

Directed by Jeff Summer, Michael Shaw Fisher wrote, composed, and stars as Shakespeare in the last night of his life. This solo show

does more than just act out Shakespeare's last night, Fisher uses a modern day version of Shakespeare's poetry and prose by mixing

lively audience interaction with ballads reminiscent of the rock musical "Tommy" to tell one version of the biography of the Bard. It

becomes apparent that Fisher has done his homework using the language of the 1600s and also quoting the plays with act and scenes

references. The show is also laced with bawdy, yet not over the top, Shakespearean humor.

Fisher's work has paid off creating a lively tale of an interesting man who may indeed have been the bard of old who was an actor, writer,

lover, father, artistic rebel, advocate for social change, and Theater builder. With honesty and believability, Fisher takes the audience back

to the 1600s. He uses historical events that bring up a feeling of déjà vu and touches on why the Bard may have written some of his plays.

Through the play the audience is taught history and that the battle of the sexes, racial intolerance, religious intolerance, homosexuality

and being a husband and parent were as much a part of the 1600s as they are today. though there has been much progress.

Fisher is assisted by two musicians, Alistair Cooper who plays guitar, and Allison Sulock who plays the Hammered Dulcimer, Bass

Gemshorn, Recorder, Bamboo Flute, Lutelele, Acoustic Bass, and Percussion. This tavern musical is a must see for any adult looking for a

night of intellectual literature and folk rock songs over a drink.

The Three Clubs is located at 1123 Vine Street, Hollywood, California. Shakespeare's Last Night Out will be performed for two more shows

on June 26 at 6 p.m. and June 27 at 2 p.m..
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